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	This book covers recent mathematical, numerical, and statistical approaches for multistatic imaging of targets with waves at single or multiple frequencies. The waves can be acoustic, elastic or electromagnetic. They are generated by point sources on a transmitter array and measured on a receiver array. An important problem in multistatic imaging is to quantify and understand the trade-offs between data size, computational complexity, signal-to-noise ratio, and resolution. Another fundamental problem is to have a shape representation well suited to solving target imaging problems from multistatic data.


	In this book the trade-off between resolution and stability when the data are noisy is addressed. Efficient imaging algorithms are provided and their resolution and stability with respect to noise in the measurements analyzed. It also shows that high-order polarization tensors provide an accurate representation of the target. Moreover, a dictionary-matching technique based on new invariants for the generalized polarization tensors is introduced. Matlab codes for the main algorithms described in this book are provided. Numerical illustrations using these codes in order to highlight the performance and show the limitations of numerical approaches for multistatic imaging are presented.
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iLife '11 Made Simple (Made Simple Learning)Apress, 2011

	Are you new to the Macintosh experience and iLife? Or are you someone who wants to know the ins and outs of Apple’s powerful media creation tools? Either way, you have come to right place. iLife '11 Made Simple will guide you through the iLife apps and help you become a power user in no time.


	iLife '11...
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A Practical Guide to Linux(R) Commands, Editors, and Shell ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2005
The essential reference for core commands that Linux users need daily, along with superior tutorial on shell programming and much moreSystem administrators, software developers,  quality assurance engineers and others  working on a Linux system need to work from the command line in order to be effective.  Linux is...
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Getting Started with Flurry AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2013

	In today's mobile app market you need to track your applications and analyze user data to give yourself the competitive edge. Flurry Analytics will do all that and more, and this book is the perfect developer's guide.


	Overview

	
		Analyze collective data using Flurry analytics to improve monetization...
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CryENGINE 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	With the overall complexity involved in creating games becoming exceedingly difficult and
	expensive with every successive console generation, many game developers have turned
	to middleware engines, such as the CryENGINE, that offer a complete pipeline for the game
	development process. CryENGINE is a perfect fit for most developers as it...
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Beginning Android ADK with Arduino (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	In May 2011, Google held its annual developer conference, the Google IO, to present its newest

	technologies to approximately 5,000 attendees. In addition to improvements in its already well-known

	technologies such as the Google APIs or the core search technology, Google placed the focus on two

	major themes: Chrome and Android. As...
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Beginning Visual Web Developer 2005 Express: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005

	Welcome to Microsoft’s Visual Web Developer (VWD)! This book most likely attracted you

	because you are new to programming and want to know how to build a web application. You

	have come to the right place. This book will guide you through the necessary steps and teach

	you all the relevant information you need to...
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